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Abstract — A wide input range multi-stage converter is proposed with the fuel cells and supercapacitors as a hybrid system. The front-end two-phase boost converter is used to optimize the output power and to reduce the current ripple of fuel cells. The supercapacitor power module is connected by push-pull-forward half bridge (PPFHBB) converter with coupled inductors in the second stage to handle the slow transient response of the fuel cells and realize the bidirectional power flow control. Moreover, this cascaded structure simplifies the power management. The control strategy for the whole system is analyzed and designed. A 1kW prototype controlled by TMS320F2808 DSP is built in the lab. Simulation and experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed two-stage de-dc converter system.

Index Terms— DC-DC Converter, soft-switching, control

I. NOMENCLATURE

\[ V_{FC} \]: Voltage of fuel cell.  
\[ V_{SC} \]: Voltage of super-capacitor.  
\[ V_{DC} \]: Voltage of high voltage DC bus.  
\[ L_1, L_2 \]: Inductance in the boost converter.  
\[ L_{P1}, L_{P2} \]: Self-inductance of the coupled inductor.  
\[ L_{p'} \]: Equivalent inductance of the coupled inductors.  
\[ M \]: Mutual inductance of the coupled inductors.  
\[ i_{L1}, i_{L2} \]: Instantaneous current through inductor \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), respectively.  
\[ i_{L_{P1}}, i_{L_{P2}} \]: Instantaneous current through inductor \( L_{P1} \) and \( L_{P2} \), respectively.  
\[ i_{i} \]: Instantaneous current through secondary winding.  
\[ i_{load} \]: Instantaneous load current.  
\[ i_{FC} \]: Instantaneous output current of fuel cell.  
\[ i_{SC} \]: Instantaneous output current of supercapacitor.  
\[ v_{AB} \]: Instantaneous voltage across the auxiliary inductor \( L_{P1} \) and primary winding of transformer.  
\[ v_{CN} \]: Instantaneous voltage across the secondary winding of transformer.  
\[ d \]: Duty cycle of the switches in boost converter.  
\[ \phi \]: Phase-shift angle between \( v_{AB} \) and \( v_{CN} \).  
\[ f_{AB} \]: Switching frequency of Boost converter.  
\[ f_{p'} \]: Switching frequency of PPFHB converter.  
\[ \omega_{p'} \]: Angular frequency of PPFHB converter.  
\[ P_{O} \]: Output power.  
\[ \eta_b \]: Conversion efficiency of the boost converter.  
\[ N_1, N_2, N_3 \]: Number of turns of two primary windings and secondary winding, respectively.

II. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, development of the clean power sources and electricity has become an important topic to protect the environment and overcome the energy crisis of the whole world. Fuel cells (FCs) are electrochemical devices which convert the chemical potential of the hydrogen into electric power directly, with consequent high conversion efficiency and possibility to obtain the extended range with the combustible feed from the outside [1]. Based on these advantages, fuel cell is a promising substitute to the conventional fossil energy. But one of the main weak points of the fuel cell is its slow dynamics that is limited by the hydrogen and air delivery system. Thus, energy storage units, such as batteries or supercapacitors (SCs), are required as the auxiliary power sources for smoothing output power in the warming-up stage of the fuel cells or load transient period. So hybrid power conversion systems with fuel cells and other energy sources, like the system shown in Fig. 1, are used in the many industrial systems such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS), hybrid electrical vehicles (HEV) and so on.

Many hybrid system structures have been proposed. In general, they can be divided into three categories depending on different coupling method of the different power sources: DC-bus-coupled system [2], [3], [4], transformer-coupled structure [5], [6], [7], and multi-stage system [8], [9], [10]. For the DC-bus-coupled system, each power source is connected by a separate converter to the common voltage DC bus. In this architecture, every subsystem can be designed as an individual module, but the energy management and control is complicated. In high frequency transformer coupled system, the performance of system is mainly affected by...
by the transformer design and power flow control. As to the multi-stage conversion system, efficiency of the whole system is limited by the number of cascaded converters.

In this paper, a high step-up multi-stage bidirectional isolated DC-DC conversion system with fuel cell and supercapacitor as energy sources is investigated, shown in Fig. 2, where the interleaved two-phase boost converter and push-pull-forward half bridge converter with coupled inductors are used as the interface topologies.

This paper is organized into five sections. Following the introduction, the circuits used in the system are presented in Section III. In Section IV, the control method and the stability analysis are described. Then the experimental results for a low-voltage high current power source and a supercapacitor module are provided to validate the effectiveness of the proposed conversion structure in Section V. Finally the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

III. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

As the configuration shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2, the interleaved two-phase boost converter is used to reduce the fuel cell output current ripple and boost the fuel cell output voltage which depends on load condition, to the variable low voltage DC bus connected with supercapacitor module. Push-pull-forward half bridge (PPFHB) converter with coupled inductors [11] is used to implement the high step-up ratio. The auxiliary inductors, interfacing the low voltage side and the high voltage side, the two-phase boost converter and PPFHB converter can be designed independently.

A. Two-phase interleaved boost converter

To reduce the input current ripple and reach high efficiency, the two-phase boost converter operates under CCM (Continuous Current Mode) in the normal load condition. The boost converter uses the MOSFETs as rectifier instead of diodes to realize “synchronous conduction mode” (SCM) [12] operation in light load condition, and the upper and lower switches are gated on-off complementarily.

With the SCM operation, all switches can realize ZVS (Zero-Voltage-Switching) to make the converter achieve high efficiency in whole load range. The design of the inductors plays a crucial role in the overall converter operation, because if it is smaller, in light load condition, the current through the inductors will have bigger negative peak value (because of SCM operation, there is no DCM (Discontinuous Current Mode) operation in the converter) that will cause higher reactive power. The relationship of critical inductance (the value decides the boundary that there is negative part in the inductor current waveform or not), input voltage, output power and switching frequency can be described as:

$$L_{\text{crit}}(v_{\text{FC}}, f_{SB}) = \frac{v_{\text{FC}}^2}{f_{SB} \cdot P_o \cdot v_{SC}} \cdot (v_{\text{SC}} - v_{\text{FC}}) \cdot \eta_B$$

B. PPFHB converter

The proposed topology employs the push-pull-forward structure to reduce the number of the power switches; utilises the half-bridge voltage doubler circuit in the secondary side of the high frequency transformer to get high voltage transfer ratio. The auxiliary inductors, $L_{P1}$ and $L_{P2}$, and the leakage inductor of the transformer, $L_{\text{LS}}$, are utilized as the interface and energy transfer elements between the two high frequency voltage-source inverters on the two sides of the transformer.

The converter is controlled by the phase-shift technique to
realize stable output voltage and bidirectional power flow between the low voltage (LV) side and high voltage (HV) side. Because the voltage across the switches is always leading to the current in the corresponding switches, all the switches are turned on under ZVS.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the complete cycle of ideal circuit operation, where gate signals are square waveform with dead time. The gated and conducting devices in every interval are listed in Table I. The detailed description of the operation principles can be found in the paper [11] and [13]. As the conclusion drawn in [11], coupling coefficient between the two coupled inductors should not be set very near to 1, because in that condition, the very small difference in the self inductance will cause too large unbalance between each equivalent inductance to be acceptable.

The phase shift angle \( \phi \) \((-0.5 \pi \leq \phi \leq 0.5 \pi\) \) between \( V_{AB} \) and \( V_{CN} \), which is defined to be positive when \( V_{AB} \) is leading to \( V_{CN} \) in phase, is used to control the power flow. When \( \phi \) is positive, the power is delivered from supercapacitors to the high voltage DC bus (boost mode). If \( \phi \) is negative, the converter will work under buck mode. According to the waveforms shown in Fig. 3, the magnitude of delivered active power by this converter can be calculated as:

\[
P_O = \frac{N_1 \cdot V_{SC} \cdot V_{DC}}{2 \cdot N_3 \cdot \omega_P \cdot (L_P + M + L_R)} \cdot \frac{\phi}{\pi} (2)
\]

So from (2) we also can get the voltage conversion ratio as:

\[
M(\phi) = \frac{V_{DC}}{V_{SC}} = \frac{N_1 Z_L}{2 N_3 \omega_P (L_P + M + L_R)} \cdot \frac{\phi}{\pi} (3)
\]

It is clear that the system is nonlinear and the output voltage is load-dependent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals</th>
<th>LV side</th>
<th>HV side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gated</td>
<td>Conduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_0 \leq t_1 )</td>
<td>( S_4 )</td>
<td>( S_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_1 \leq t_2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( D_{O3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 \leq t_3 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
<td>( D_{O3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_3 \leq t_4 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_4 \leq t_5 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_5 \leq t_6 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. STABILITY AND CONTROLLER DESIGN

In general, to guarantee the steady state stability of a fuel cell powered DC-DC converter system, the V-I characteristic of the fuel cell and the locus of the DC-DC converter load power required have to intersect at one point and this sets the operating condition of the system.

In the transient stability analysis, it is more complex because the dynamics of the DC-DC converter is affected by the characteristics of the internal impedance of the fuel cell and the equivalent impedance of the supercapacitor when the closed-loop controller is designed for the primary boost converter. In terms of the equivalent circuit model of fuel cell in [14], Middlebrook’s extra element theorem [15] can be used to analyze the effect caused by fuel cell to the dynamics of the converter. The small signal circuit model of boost converter with fuel cell and supercapacitor is shown in Fig. 4, where \( Z_{OFC} \) is the output impedance of the fuel cell, \( C_{in} \) is the input capacitor of the boost converter, \( Z_{SC} \) is the impedance of supercapacitors bank, and \( Z_{Leq} \) is the equivalent load impedance. If the effect caused by \( Z_D \) and \( Z_{SC} \) could be neglected in controller design, as that shown in [14], the following impedance inequalities have to be met:

\[
\|Z_D\| \ll \|Z_N\| \quad \text{and} \quad \|Z_D\| \ll \|Z_D\|
\]

According to the calculation procedure in Appendix, we can plot the magnitudes of \( Z_{O}, Z_{N} \) and \( Z_{D} \), respectively, in Fig. 5. It is clear that by connecting the fuel cell and supercapacitor to the DC-DC converter all the transfer functions are modified including the control to output and the line to output. So to design the controllers of the DC-DC converter, the transfer functions are re-deduced considering the fuel cell output impedance and supercapacitor equivalent impedance.

![Fig. 4. Small signal model of boost converter with fuel cell and supercapacitor equivalent impedance.](image)

![Fig. 5. Impedance analysis.](image)
impedance. The equations for the boost input current and output voltage transfer functions are presented by (4) and (5).

\[ G_{id}(s) = \frac{i_L(s)}{d(s)} = \frac{Z_{SC} D^2 + 1}{V_S C Z_{SC} + Z_{LEq}} + Z_{SC} Z_{LEq} D^2 + [Z_{SC} + Z_{LEq}] L S \]

\[ G_{vd}(s) = \frac{\hat{V}_{SC}(s)}{d(s)} = \frac{V_S C Z_{SC} Z_{LEq} D^2 - Z_{SC} Z_{SC} - L Z_{SC} S}{D' Z_{SC} Z_{SC} + Z_{LEq}} + Z_{SC} Z_{LEq} D^2 + [Z_{SC} + Z_{LEq}] L S \]

For the two-phase boost converter, the dual loop control scheme is designed. The outer loop is voltage loop, whose output is set to be the current reference for the inner average current loop, shown in Fig. 6. According to the method in [16], we can get the open loop gains, \( T_i(s) \) and \( T_v(s) \), for the current loop and voltage loop, as:

\[ T_i(s) = H_i(s) \cdot G_{id}(s) \cdot e^{-T_S} \]
\[ T_v(s) = \frac{H_v(s) \cdot H_i(s) \cdot e^{-T_S} \cdot G_{vd}(s)}{1 + T_i(s)} \]

where \( H_i(s) \) and \( H_v(s) \) are the transfer functions of the PI controllers for the current loop and voltage loop, respectively, and \( e^{-T_S} \) is the delay caused by the sampling, computation and control parameter updating in DSP.

With the open loop transfer functions, we can design the PI compensators using Matlab control toolbox, and get the parameters as:

\[ K_{Pv} = 20, K_{Iv} = 1.5, K_{Pi} = 3.5, K_{Ii} = 0.6. \]

To guarantee the large signal stability during the startup period, a limiter on the input current is calculated based on the output power limitation of the fuel cell.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage high step-up converter with fuel cell and supercapacitors, as shown in Fig. 2, the corresponding experimental results are provided in this section. A programmable DC power supply is used to simulate the fuel cell for the primary input power source.

Moreover, 24 supercapacitors (BCAP0350, 2.5 V/350 F) in series connection are taken as the power storage unit connected in the variable DC bus. In the experimentation, the bidirectional PPFHB converter is design to operate from a variable dc input, $V_{SC}=40$ V-25 V, to deliver a constant output $V_{DC}=200$ V. The energy storage in supercapacitors can be calculated as:

$$E = \frac{1}{2} C_{SC}(V_{1SC}^2 - V_{2SC}^2) = 0.5 \cdot 15 \cdot (40^2 - 25^2) = 7312 \text{ J}$$

So the during the warm-up stage of fuel cell, the energy stored in supercapacitors can be delivered to the load to keep the high voltage dc bus stable.

The digital signal processor (DSP) TMS320F2808 is adopted to implement the close-loop control schemes. The duty cycle and phase-shift signal is generated by DSP and the peripheral logic circuits distribute the driving signals to the corresponding switches in the main circuit.

Based on the analysis in Section III, we can choose the inductance for the two-phase boost converter and make it work in CCM according to (1). For the PPFHB converter, the turns ratio of the transformer and auxiliary inductance should be designed to satisfy the following criteria: 1) at heaviest load condition, to keep the DC bus voltage constant, $\phi$ is limited under the maximum phase shift angle; 2) Trade-off between the turns ratio and auxiliary inductance is to lower RMS current and extend ZVS operation range. Moreover, the two windings of the coupled inductors are wound on the two outer legs of the EE core with the coupling coefficient $k=0.34$.

| Switches in boost converter, $S_1, S_2$ | SUP90N15P (150V/100A) |
| Switches in PPFHB converter: $S_1, S_4$ | SUP90N15P (150V/100A) |
| Inductors $L_1, L_2$ | 46uH |
| Core material and size of $L_1, L_2$ | Ferrite N87, ETD49 |
| Transformer core material and size | Ferrite PC40, EE55 |
| Transformer turns | 5:5:15 |
| Transformer leakage inductance | 1uH |
| Inductors $L_{1r}, L_{2r}$ and coupling factor | 9uH, 0.34 |
| Core material and size of $L_{1r}, L_{2r}$ | Ferrite N27, E40 |
| Output DC capacitor ($C_1, C_2$) | 470uF/350V |
| Input capacitor, $C_p$ and clamp capacitor $C_c$ | 1000uF/100V |
| Switching frequency $f_{sw}, f_r$ | 20 kHz, 40 kHz |
| Digital controller | TI TMS320F2808 DSP |

The one disadvantage of the push-pull-forward circuit is that the voltage stress on the MOSFET is doubled comparing with that in full bridge circuit. The high voltage MOSFET will be with higher on state resistance, $R_{DS(on)}$, which is key to condition loss. But because of soft-switching the switching speed which affects the switching loss is not very critical factor, so we can use the high-current MOSFET with lower $R_{DS(on)}$ to reduce the conduction loss. The prototype with the specifications given in Table II is designed to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage bidirectional converter.

Fig. 8 shows that waveforms of the boost converter under CCM condition with 500 W output power. We can see that the two-phase structure can reduce the input current ripple comparing with the current ripple through the single leg.

Fig. 9 shows the waveforms of the boost converter under light load condition with the output power 100 W. It is clear that $i_{L_2}$ has the negative part already because of the SCM operation, but the $i_{FC}$ is still positive. If $i_{FC}$ has the negative peak current, the reactive power required will be bigger to cause more power loss in the input capacitors.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the experimental waveforms of the PPFHB converter working in boost mode and buck mode, respectively, under the condition: $V_{SC}=30$ V and $V_{DC}=200$ V. $V_{AB}$ is leading to the $v_{CN}$ in Fig. 10 but they are change the leading-lagging relation in phase in Fig. 11, when the energy is delivered from the DC bus to the supercapacitor side.

Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the dynamic experimental waveforms of two-stage converter system. During the fuel cell warm-up period, the output power is provided by the supercapitors, so the voltage of the supercapacitors reduces from 40 V. But the DC bus voltage, $V_{DC}$, can keep stable at 200 V. Before $V_{SC}$ reaches to 30 V, the warm-up stage of the fuel cell is finished, so fuel cell output current, $i_{FC}$, starts to increase and at the same time the output current of supercapacitors, $i_{SC}$, reduces. The power conversion from fuel cells and supercapacitors can be realized softly and smoothly, as shown in Fig. 12. But if the warm-up stage is too long or the load is too heavy, that means the $V_{SC}$ reduces rapidly below 30 V, the fuel cell will provide the output power and charge the supercapacitors as well.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the multi-stage converter structure with fuel cell and supercapacitors as a hybrid system. Converter design, control scheme analysis and design are implemented. The topology is based on the interleaved two-stage boost converter and a novel PPFHB converter to provide constant DC bus voltage and can realize bidirectional
power flow control. The controller is a fully digital DSP based system. The effects of the fuel cell output impedance and the impedance of supercapacitor to the system stability are considered during the controller design. The topology and control strategy for the hybrid system are verified by the simulations and experimental results.

APPENDIX

According to the model of fuel cell drawn in [14], we can get the $Z_{FCO}$, $Z_O$ and $Z_{SC}$ as:
where the duty cycle of steady state is $D$ and $D'$ equals to $1-D'$. The equivalent circuit parameters of the fuel cell, supercapacitor and boost converter are listed in Table III. So we can plot the Fig. 5 in Matlab.

\[
Z_{FCO} = \frac{s^2 (R_m R_{p1} R_{p2} C_1 C_2) + s (R_{p1} C_1 + R_{p2} C_2) + 1}{s^2 (R_{p1} R_{p2} C_1 C_2) + s (R_{p1} C_1 + R_{p2} C_2) + 1} + \frac{R_m + R_{p1} + R_{p2}}{s^2 (R_{p1} R_{p2} C_1 C_2) + s (R_{p1} C_1 + R_{p2} C_2) + 1}
\]

\[
Z_O = Z_{FCO} \left( \frac{1}{C_{in} \cdot s + R_{cin}} \right)
\]

\[
Z_{SC} = \frac{1}{C_{SC} \cdot s + R_{SC}}
\]

where $R_m$ is the resistance of the membrane, $R_{p1}$, $C_1$ and $R_{p2}$, $C_2$ are the time constants of each electrode of the fuel cell.

Based on the Middlebrook’s extra element theorem [15], $Z_N(s)$ and $Z_D(s)$ of the two-phase boost converter are given by:

\[
Z_N(s) = -D'^2 Z_{Leq} \left( 1 - \frac{sL}{D'^2 Z_{Leq}} \right)
\]

\[
Z_D(s) = D'^2 Z_{Leq} \left( \frac{1 + s \frac{L}{D'^2 Z_{Leq}} + s^2 \frac{L C_{SC}}{D'^2}}{1 + s Z_{Leq} C_{SC}} \right)
\]

where the duty cycle of steady state is $D$ and $D'$ equals to $1-D'$.

The equivalent circuit parameters of the fuel cell, supercapacitor and boost converter are listed in Table III. So we can plot the Fig. 5 in Matlab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_m$</th>
<th>$R_{p1}$</th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$R_{p2}$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.8 mΩ</td>
<td>78.6 mΩ</td>
<td>258.9 mF</td>
<td>218.75 mΩ</td>
<td>556.8 mF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$C_{SC}$</th>
<th>$P_{in}$</th>
<th>$V_{in}$</th>
<th>$D'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 mH</td>
<td>15 F</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td>40 V</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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